
 

 

 

Welcome bears to the new season. 

 

This being the first round this edition of the growl is very short. 

Some sections (such as statistics) will be added later as the 

season progresses and we have something to report. The only 

real statistical news so far is the duck award is going to be a 

fierce competition once again. 

 

Also expect a few changes with content and ladders this year 

that will be explained in the next couple of editions. 

 

And finally welcome to a lot of new players including the guys in 

C-1Day who started the season batting in the dark to just miss 

out on the win. 

 

Result Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Player of the Round* 

S. Dey  (C-1Day ) 76 Runs & 2 Wickets 

 

Achievement Awards (100+ Runs, 5+ Wickets) 

N. Barret (C1Day) 102 Runs 

 

*Players who take out an achievement awards are not included in player of the round nominations. 

A Grade, Round 1 

WASHED OUT 

A 1 Day, Round 1 v Wanderers  

LOST 

B Reserve, Round 1 

BYE 

C Grade, Round 1 v North Shore  

LOST 

C 1 Day, Round 1 v The Bats  

LOST 
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Bill Edwards  
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Match Reports 
 

 

 No report received, the growl will chase up  player points. 

 

 On a soggy Saturday the bears fronted to play on a partially submerged pitch. Luckily (or 

unluckily if you look at how we went) we were able to drain the water and get a game underway, with 

the captain promptly losing the toss and going into bat. 

 

 Against a decent bowling line up the bears were never able to get into gear, with 5 ducks leaving 

them all out for 71. Smarty almost carried his bat the whole innings before being the last man out. 

That was where carrying the bat ended, with his bat promptly being hurled 15 meters towards the 

opposition's cricket bags. Alex Than Aye also helped the club to a first, being the first man in the club 

that the captain knows to have been run out whilst walking off thinking he had been caught. Ouch! 

 

 So with a modest total of 71 the bears remained positive; that is until Smarty came out to bowl 

and was destroyed by one of their opening bats, who had a style not unlike the bear's captain, but less 

handsome. The bears did unearth an opening bowler in Adam Carroll, who bowled a tidy spell of four 

overs 1-11 with a cracking catch from smarty giving him his first wicket for the club. Like Creedy, Mr 

Carroll has the ability to not hit the seam a single ball in the over, ensuring that the ball looked 90 

overs old by his third over.  

 

 So Shore caught our score in 11 overs and it was game 1 gone and the points gone with it. 

 

 Needless to say, North Shore are likely to be one of the top teams this year, with a few burglars 

in their team that I have seen in many grades above the humble C. For the bears, things can only get 

better. 

 

El Capitan 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 1 against Wanderers at Primrose 1 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of Wanderers 10/139 (4/29 R Ayoub, 2/15 W Chaudry, 1/11 B Banning) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/109 (27 FM Arif, 19 J Doyle, 17 P Thomson) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:  

Recent Form:  NONE 

Grade C Grade,  Round 1 against North Shore at Georges Heights 2 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Shore 2/74 (1/2 GC Swanson, 1/11 A Caroll, 0/31 D Callesen) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/71 (19 JR Smart, 16 E Hyder, 14 GC Swanson) 

Player Points:  3: JR Smart, 2: GC Swanson, 1: A Caroll 

Fielding Points:  3: JR Smart 

Recent Form: NONE 
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Match Reports 
 

 

 The C1 Day team season opener has a number of firsts: one debutant to cricket (Mule), one 

debutant to the wicket keeping duties (MK) and one supporter (thanks Maz).  While most players 

hadn't played a game of competitive cricket for ~10 years, everyone was very eager to get the season 

underway. 

 

 After winning the toss, the call was to send the opposition in to take advantage 1) the slippery 

pitch conditions, and 2) Dobbo's spoken abilities with both the bat and ball.  The decision lead to some 

early dividends with a few quick wickets falling, highlighted by a screamer taken by Hughie at gully (he 

admitted afterwards the catch was more about protecting his pretty-boy features rather than anything 

else). Following a tight spell from Brendoes, the team started to relax just a little too much, leading to 

the rock wall at square leg boundary taking a battering.  Finally, after one of the opposing batsmen 

brought up his 140, the team finally decided to reapply the pressure and the remainder of the 

opposition were skittled for not very much, ending the 40 overs at 9-275.  Special mentions must go to 

MK who was electric behind the stumps, even saving a number of deliveries that failed to hit the pitch 

and Baz, Sujit and Andrew "AC", "Freddie Flintoff" Carmichael who all fired down a number of 

serviceable overs. 

 

 While the total seemed large, 7 runs an over given the size of the ground seemed doable, as 

long as wickets remained in hand.  The run chase started well with the Right/Light opening 

combination of Chaps and Howell seeing off the new ball while importantly landing a few in the 

numerous puddles that surrounded the field.  Following a couple of quick wickets, the match outcome 

looked in the bag for the BATS until Sujit (76) and Baz (102) put together a back breaking partnership 

which brought the required run rate down to less than 9 runs an over with only a few to go. With 

darkness descending onto the ground, fielders lining the boundaries and wickets falling, the team put 

in a valiant effort to get within 8 runs of the total before the 40th over came to a close. 

 

 The match was definitely a learning experience for all and will be certainly utilised in future 

games. 

 

Grade C 1 Day,  Round 1 against The Bats at Tunks 3 (2nd synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 9/267 (102 N Barrett, 76 S Dey, 21 S Chapple) 

Innings 1 of The Bats 9/275 (3/49 R Gill, 2/13 S Dey, 1/44 N Barrett) 

Player Points:  3: N Barrett, 2: S Dey, 1: M Kenny 

Fielding Points:  3: H Porter, 2: M Kenny, 1: T Howell 

Recent Form:NONE 
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Match Day Photos 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


